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September 30, 2021
ATTN: Mendocino County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo)
200 South School Street
Ukiah, California 95482
RE: Ukiah Valley Fire Protection District Annexation Proposal
LAFCo Commissioners:
I wanted to reach out regarding the Ukiah Valley Fire Protection District’s annexation proposal coming before
your board, and to share my concerns regarding this proposal, which appears to be advancing with little public
awareness and even less understanding on the implications to taxpayers should this proposal be adopted.
The primary concern is the annexation’s tax consequence for property owners in Ukiah. As you know, the
annexation will subject all properties in the city to parcel taxes that were not approved by Ukiah voters. By
current estimates, Ukiah property owners bear a new tax burden of $850,000 to $1 million each year. Yet, by the
agencies’ own reporting, city residents will not enjoy any appreciable improvement in the service they receive.
That consequence of annexation has not been publicized to Ukiah residents and property owners. To the
contrary, we have heard that the city officials have actively worked to prevent public publication, analysis, and
discussion of the annexation’s tax consequences. Indeed, describing the annexation as a “Zero Property Tax
Sharing Agreement”, it appears public officials are attempting to hide the real tax consequences of the
annexation.
Moreover, supporting documentation suggests that the annexation would allow the fire district to meet its
revenue obligations to the City of Ukiah after years of falling short (with taxpayers presumably left filling the
gap), rebuild reserve funds, and use remaining resources to hire personnel, or perhaps more specifically,
EMT/paramedic personnel. Medstar is particularly concerned by this posturing amidst ongoing discussions of
fire looking to take over ambulance services at some point in the future, and this proposal, if approved, could be
an initial cash infusion to help move that broader effort forward at a later date.
This proposal, if approved, may be the first phase in a broader effort by the fire district to upend our business
after more than 80 continuous years in operation (see enclosures with more information), including nearly a
decade as a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, a designation that was made possible through the assistance and
advocacy of the offices of Senator Dianne Feinstein and Congressman Mike Thompson. Before this proposal is
approved, we ask for honesty, transparency, clarity, specificity and certainty with a proposal of this magnitude
and so many unanswered questions to both us as a business and the public as taxpaying citizens…put simply, we
believe it is ill-advised to push something of this scale through with so many unanswered questions and a
community who has been largely left in the dark regarding these plans. If the newly expanded District uses its
expansion and newfound funding—provided by the taxpayers of Ukiah—to deprive Medstar of its contractual
and statutory rights to provide emergency ambulance services—Medstar will have no choice but to protect itself
and the community it serves through judicial enforcement of its legal rights.
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Medstar’s attorney’s are in the process of submitting a public-record request to help shed light on the District’s
plans and their impacts on the taxpayers, residents of Ukiah, and Medstar. In the meantime, Medstar implores
the Commission to take a closer look at these concerns before taking final action on the proposed annexation.
We deserve and expect a more inclusive, open and transparent process.
Kind Regards,

Leonard Winter, President and Chief Executive Officer
Medstar Ambulance of Mendocino County, Inc. dba Ukiah Ambulance
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